Abstract-The Cray Gemini interconnect hardware provides multiple transfer mechanisms and out-of-order message delivery to improve communication throughput. In this paper we quantify the performance of one-sided and two-sided communication paradigms with respect to: 1) the optimal available hardware transfer mechanism; 2) message ordering constraints; 3) per node and per core message concurrency. In addition to using Cray native communication APIs, we use UPC and MPI micro-benchmarks to capture one-and twosided semantics respectively. Our results indicate that relaxing the message delivery order can improve performance up to 4.6× when compared with strict ordering. When hardware allows it, high-level one-sided programming models can already take advantage of message reordering. Enforcing the ordering semantics of two-sided communication comes with a performance penalty. Furthermore, we argue that exposing out-oforder delivery at the application level is required for the nextgeneration programming models. Any ordering constraints in the language specifications reduce communication performance for small messages and increase the number of active cores required for peak throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hardware vendors traditionally employed a combination of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) and out-oforder packet delivery to provide communication throughput on large scale multicore systems. At the system level API (Application Programming Interface), messages were usually ordered to meet the semantic requirements of higher level abstractions. Recently, the Cray Gemini hardware and APIs started exposing multiple message ordering modes to its clients. The main contribution of this work is the evaluation of how well equipped to take advantage of hardware out-of-order message delivery are existing onesided and two-sided programming models or communication libraries. To our knowledge, ours is the first study to examine in detail the usage of this functionality in implementations of programming model abstractions.
The predominant paradigm for the last twenty years has been the Message Passing Interface (MPI) with its two-sided synchronization semantics. The non-blocking Isend/IRecv communication primitives in MPI can internally take advantage of un-ordered messaging.
One-sided communication has started to gain popularity roughly ten years ago, as showcased by the Unified Parallel C [1] programming language. Until recently, the UPC language standard provided only blocking communication and a relaxed order memory model to allow compiler or runtime optimizations. In Nov 2012, both the UPC 1.3 (draft) [2] and the MPI 3.0 specifications [3] introduced user level nonblocking one-sided communication primitives and brought to the forefront the question of the efficacy of existing hardware support for such operations.
RDMA is usually supported by a variety of hardware and software mechanisms targeting short, medium and large transfers, while the message ordering is enforced by a cooperation of node and network hardware protocols, e.g. memory or PCI controller and Network Interface Card (NIC). The lowest level Application Programming Interface (API) exposes fine grained control over hardware functionality and runtime implementors face multiple challenges: 1) choosing the optimal hardware transfer mechanism; 2) enforcing the message ordering required by the high level protocol using the system level mechanisms and; 3) handling memory registration.
Our results indicate that out-of-order message delivery improves native communication performance by as much as 4.6×. The one-sided paradigm is able to exploit very well the available hardware support and provides for any given transfer the best attainable performance. When the target memory region is not registered, either usage of bounce buffers or dynamic memory registration is required in the runtime implementation. In this case we observe as much as 10% performance degradation for small messages with bounce buffers and as much as 7% performance degradation for large messages with dynamic registration.
The MPI implementation requires message ordering for message matching, while the actual data transfer may be performed without ordering. Overall, the MPI implementations examined can lose 30% of the peak sustained bandwidth, even for large messages. The performance loss is caused by a combination of not using the best available transfer protocol, protocol overhead and memory registration. Our analysis indicates that the impact of protocol overhead, bounce buffers and dynamic registration accounts only for 5%-10% performance loss, while the inability to exploit out-of-order message delivery on Gemini accounts for the remaining performance loss.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the study platform and methodology in § II.
In § III, we analyze the performance of the Cray Gemini native communication APIs DMAPP and GNI with respect to message ordering. This provides us with upper bounds for the performance attainable by the implementation of high level language or communication runtimes. We present semantic and performance analysis of the of UPC one-sided communication in § IV and MPI two-sided communication in § V. We present related work in § VII and conclude in § VIII.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
The system used for this evaluation is a Cray XE6 installed at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). As shown in Figure 1 , each node contains two 12-core AMD MagnyCours 2.1-GHz processors and 32GB of DDR3 memory. Cores are grouped into four NUMA domains and communicate using HyperTransport 3.0 [4] . The nodes are connected using Cray's Gemini router ASIC and a 3-D torus network topology. Two nodes are connected to a Gemini NIC through HyperTransport. Each Gemini chip has 48 ports, eight internal and 40 external arranged in ten network connections, two each in +X, -X, +Z, -Z, and one +Y and -Y . Each of the ten Gemini torus connections is comprised of 12 lanes with aggregate bandwidths of 4.68 to 9.375 GBytes/sec per direction. To support runtime and compiler developers, Cray provides multiple hardware messaging mechanisms. Hardware Transport: Cray exposes two hardware mechanisms for remote memory access: Fast Memory Access (FMA) and Block Transfer Engine (BTE). FMA is intended for efficient transfer of small messages and uses a set of memory windows to allow direct data movement of the userspace data through the ASIC. FMA supports different types of transactions including short message (SMSG), Shared Message Queue (MSGQ), FMA DM for Get and Put, and atomic memory operations (AMO). BTE is implemented on the ASIC and once started, any communication is completely managed by the hardware. The cost of starting up this mechanism is high, making it more suitable for large memory transfers. On Gemini, only 4 BTE requests can be active per node concurrently.
Message Ordering: The Cray Gemini interconnect provides multiple ordering modes for outstanding transactions for the FMA and BTE mechanisms. As the Gemini chip uses HyperTransport to communicate with the memory and CPUs within a node, these modes reflect both HT and Gemini capabilities. HT supports posted and non-posted requests.
Posted requests do not expect a response for completion, e.g. memory writes and messages. Non-posted requests expect responses, such as memory reads and write operations that request acknowledgement.
At the Gemini level, three message ordering modes are exposed by the API. With strict ordering, all local memory and network operations are completed in the order they are issued by the processors or by the Gemini chip, without overtaking. The second mode is the default setting for the Cray APIs and it allows for ordering where non-posted requests (Gemini-level Gets in particular) may pass posted writes. The third mode, labeled relaxed ordering in Gemini, allows for reordering of non-posted and posted requests in addition to the passing allowed by the default setting. As shown later, the three modes can have a significant impact on the observed performance.
System APIs: On Gemini, the Generic Network Interface (GNI) exposes FMA and BTE control, message ordering and support for implementing Active Messages [5] . GNI is thus well suited for runtime implementations of one-sided or two-sided communication paradigms. The Distributed Shared Memory Application interface (DMAPP) supports Partitioned Global Address Space languages using onesided communication, and also provides collective operations. DMAPP hides the FMA and BTE support and selects internally the best mechanism for a transfer. The Cray UPC compiler is implemented using DMAPP. The follow-on Cray Aries [6] network also supports both GNI and DMAPP.
A. Experimental Methodology
To study communication performance we extend the OSU MBW MR benchmark [7] , [8] The microbenchmark in Figure 2 issues a window of non-blocking messages before checking for their completions. For single-sided communication, we post the memory requests depending on the underlying library: GNI postFma for FMA, GNI postRdma for BTE, dmap get nb/dmappput nb for DMAPP, upc memput nb/upc memget nb for Cray UPC 2 . We then use a corresponding wait for completion based on the posted requests. For two-sided communication, we post non-blocking receives before posting non-blocking sends. We then wait for completion of all posted requests. We made sure all timing measurements are consistent across all microbenchmark implementations. 1 For the one-sided version of the microbechmark, buffers are not reused within a window of requests. This is not a requirement for the two-sided version. for i = 1 → window size do 6: issue a non-blocking send request with a buffer size s 7: end for 8: Wait all requests completion 9: end procedure 10:
11: procedure SINGLE SIDED MESSAGES(s) 12: for i = 1 → window size do 13: Create a request of size s 14: Post Get/Put between local and remote memories 15: end for 16: Wait all requests completion 17: end procedure num pairs ← ranks/2 21: target ← (my rank + num pairs)%ranks 22: for s = 1 → msg size count do 23: size ← msg size [s] 24: 
III. ANALYSIS OF LOW-LEVEL TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS
ON THE CRAY XE6 SYSTEM Figure 3 shows the performance of different message ordering modes for DMAPP, FMA, and BTE. We plot the aggregate bandwidth for 48 pairs of communicating cores 3 , each having one outstanding get transfer at any given time. For brevity we present data only relaxed ordering. Default ordering yields performance never better than relaxed or worse than strict, and is generally closer to strict. The put operations shows similar performance trends in responding to ordering relaxation. Surprisingly, the peak performance of put operations is about 20% lower than the get operations.
As expected, FMA provides the best performance for small messages and BTE is best for messages larger than 4K. DMAPP hides the hardware complexity and follows the same trends as FMA for small messages and as BTE for 3 We used four hopper nodes to make traffic traverse the network. The use of two nodes makes traffic go through the NIC bypass. large messages by automatically switching protocol based on the message size. However, DMAPP also allows the library user to control the switching between the two protocols if desired. Generally, DMAPP achieves the same performance as a well tuned GNI based implementation. Switching between the FMA and BTE protocols has a typical default value of 4KB on most runtimes. The best switching point typically depends on multiple factors including the level of concurrency within the node, the number of outstanding requests per processor, and the size of the job (number of nodes).
A. Concurrent Communication and Ordering
The impact of relaxed ordering becomes more apparent when examining bandwidth in conjunction with the number of active cores per node. This is typically the case when applications use multiple ranks per node for MPI, or multiple threads for UPC.
As shown in Figure 4 (right), the best performance of BTE with strict ordering is obtained when using only four cores per node. We typically expect that increased concurrency should improve performance by mitigating the cost of transfer setup. Surprisingly, not only does the bandwidth saturate before the number of threads is equal to the 24 cores on each node, but substantial slowdowns of 2-5× are observed when using too much concurrency. This has important implication for flat (non-hybrid) programming models, either MPI or UPC, which would have at least one thread per core communicating with the network. While one thread per core may be sub-optimal for other reasons having to do with the local memory system, we show in this section that it also has a negative effect on communication performance with strict ordering.
The aggregate bandwidth when using 24 cores per node and strict ordering is as much as 4.6× lower than the best attainable bandwidth using BTE, which occurs when using just 4 cores per node. As will be shown next, this dropoff does not occur with relaxed ordering. Therefore, we conjecture that because strict ordering at the HT level cannot distinguish transfers from independent ranks, the increased concurrently is producing interference rather than providing an opportunity for overlapping independent Get operations.
For BTE with relaxed ordering, shown in Figure 5 (right), the performance improves monotonically with the increase FMA transport BTE transport Figure 5 . Interaction between relaxed ordering and concurrency for FMA and BTE get operation (48 pairs).
in the number of active cores, until it saturates. Moreover, for medium size messages (between 4KB and 16KB) the performance with low concurrency is better than that with strict ordering, by up to 20%. For FMA, increasing the concurrency with strict ordering also hurts the performance. As shown in Figure 4 (left), the best bandwidth is achieved with four cores per node for small and large messages. With relaxed ordering, shown in Figure 5 (left), the performance improves with increased concurrency of injection. This trends continue for messages less than a page size (4KB). For large messages, FMA is significantly slowed down with concurrency, even with relaxed ordering due to exhausting the FMA resources, not shown in Figure. In fact, we are surprised that FMA can even deliver a large percentage of the peak sustained bandwidth under low concurrency for large messages.
The presented data show the importance of exploiting relaxed ordering by the high-level programming paradigms, whether it is one-or two-sided.
B. Concurrency and Memory Registration
Memory registration is typically needed when offloading communication to the RDMA interconnect hardware. For the Get operations used in our study, the source and destination message buffers must be known to the interconnect (registered), regardless of the choice of message ordering. All experiments shown earlier were done using buffers pre-registered prior to the timing loops, thus the costs of registration were not considered.
Registration of the memory with the NIC prevents the physical memory from being swapped by the OS, and enables the NIC to access the memory without interrupting the CPU. Memory registration resources are typically limited shared resources. On Gemini NIC the number of pages that can be registered is typically fixed among all running processes (or threads). If 4K page size is used, only a fraction of the total physical memory can be registered (<800MB) per node.
As shown in Figure 6 , the memory registration cost typically increases with the number of concurrent requests as it requires serialization of access to the shared registration resources. For instance, registering a single 4KB page(or less) takes about 0.9 μsec. With 24 concurrent requests, the same operation takes about 30 μsec. Memory de-registration latency shows similar trends in performance in terms of the cost of operation and being affected by concurrency.
Handling memory registration is an important design choice in the implementations of high-level communication runtimes. Typical choices include the maximum registration segment size, the page granularity, the use of registration cache, etc. Concurrent registration has a negative impact on performance independent from message ordering relaxation. Most runtimes try to remove registration operations from the critical path of execution. 
C. High-Level Abstractions
When implementing higher level communication protocols, developers have to choose the best performing hardware transport mechanism. On Cray Gemini, this translates into choice of DMAPP, FMA or BTE and how to handle registration. In all cases the developer also has to select a message ordering that allows for efficient implementation of the semantics of the higher level protocol. To illustrate these choices we choose two representative communication paradigms, one-sided as illustrated by UPC and two-sided as illustrated by MPI.
MPI represents the de-facto standard for distributed memory programming and it exposes a two-sided protocol. MPI provides for non-blocking communication and not fully specified message orderings, but it also provides deterministic execution guarantees in most cases.
In the rest of this study we focus on the the usage of ordering relaxation with both one-sided and two-sided communication models. It is not our intention to perform a full performance comparison between MPI and UPC. We aim to identify parts of their respective specifications that enable or preclude optimizations. We use UPC as the proxy for one-sided, primarily because its implementations attain performance identical to native. Meanwhile, MPI's send/receive operations are used to represent two-sided communication.
We have also performed the experiments described in this paper with MPI-2 one-sided, using Cray and Open MPI implementations, and observed lower performance than MPI two-sided, roughly 10% to 25% of the two-sided performance. As the one-sided features in MPI-3.0 become more widely available and fully optimized, we expect their performance to be similar to UPC or GASNet.
IV. ANALYSIS OF UPC ONE-SIDED COMMUNICATION
UPC provides an abstraction of Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) models that use one-sided communication primitives. Its memory model exposes strict and relaxed memory orderings, similar to the GNI level notions. With strict ordering, operations issued by one thread are observed in order, while relaxed allows message reordering. A compiler or runtime can exploit reordering to improve performance only when single rank dependencies cannot be violated and no aliasing ambiguity obstructs such dependency checks.
A. One-sided Communication and Transport Ordering
One-sided communication in the PGAS models views distributed memory as a natural extension to the memory. As such, operations targeting the memory of the issuing thread are mapped to loads/stores while those targeting memory of other threads are mapped to Get/Put operations (though some implementations may use loads/stores to access all memory within the same compute node). In UPC, the ordering of these operations can be either strict or relaxed as specified by the program and the runtime needs to provide consistency across intra-and inter-node memory accesses. Relaxed ordering allows the compiler to reorder memory operations to improve performance. It also allows the compiler to know when intra-node memory fences are needed to guarantee the ordering intended by the application developer. Intra-node ordering is enforced using memory fences, while system networking APIs usually guarantee strict ordering of transfers and with respect to in-node operations. To our knowledge control over relaxed versus strict ordering of Get/Put operations is available only on Gemini (and it's successor, Aries), which opens new possibilities for improving performance.
Relaxed ordering violates the intuitive "sequential consistency" (SC) model because operations executed by one process may appear out-of-order by another. Figure 7 shows an example of SC violation. The process (P 0 ) Gets a remote datum and then Puts a new value to the same location. Then P 0 informs process P 1 , on the same node, of this update. If P 1 Gets this remote datum while relaxed ordering is enabled, the resulting non-posted read may pass the posted write of the Put by P 0 . This reordering allows a race in which P 1 retrieves a stale datum from the remote node 4 . This example illustrates the interplay between the message ordering models and the completion semantics of one-sided communication operations. Local completion semantics ensure that it is safe to reuse the initiator's buffer. Strict ordering by hardware typically requires two conditions: program order in issuing requests and write (or Put) atomicity. In UPC, program order is typically guaranteed by the compiler when variables are declared strict. Atomicity of write (or Put) can be either achieved by global visibility by ensuring the operation is committed at the destination, or global completion by ensuring that the Put operation is received by a serialization agent at the receiver. This agent is responsible for creating a global order. Library based approaches such as MPI-3 provide local completion as default while global completion requires use of explicit synchronization primitives at the application level. While GASNet and the UPC language provide the option of relaxed semantic at the application level and exploit that to improve performance [9] , for operations on strict UPC variables they provide global completion semantics. On Gemini, the hardware provides global completion by default when enabling the strict message order, but this is expensive as discussed in Section III-A. When enabling relaxed message ordering, the GNI interface provides only local completion semantics for Put operations and the runtime needs to perform additional work to make sure that message is delivered to the destination. Unlike GNI, this completion semantic issue is handled transparently by the DMAPP interface.
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B. One-Sided Communication and Memory Registration
In MPI-2 one-sided, regions of remotely accessible memory are identified only at runtime through window creation operations, and memory registration must be performed dynamically. However, most one-sided programming models either make explicit which memory may be accessed remotely (as with the shared type qualifier in UPC) or are amenable to compiler analysis to make this identification. This can enable the allocation of remotely accessible objects in regions of memory which are registered statically, at program start-up.
Only when the local buffer does not reside in preregistered memory does dynamic registration become a concern in a one-sided model. For small transfers a typical implementation uses pre-registered "bounce buffers" 5 , and performs dynamic registration only for large transfers. 
C. Performance Analysis of One-sided Communication
In Figure 8 we present the micro-benchmark performance for the Cray and Berkeley UPC runtimes. The "Maximum Measured" series reports the best performance attained by any combination of FMA-vs-BTE, number of cores active, and message ordering. However, in all cases the maximum performance comes from relaxed ordering. Cray UPC is implemented on top of DMAPP, while Berkeley UPC is implemented on top of GASNet which uses GNI and switches between FMA and BTE based on transfer size. Thus we compare DMAPP with hand tuned GNI. For brevity, we include results for 24 active cores and window size of 1.
Comparing the BUPC with CUPC performance illustrates that DMAPP is successful at hiding the machine complexity as it produces performance comparable with tuned GNI code. The difference relative to the maximum is typically largest for small messages, because of the ability of the interconnect to carry more messages. While local completion can reduce the perceived latency of a Put operation at the sender, it does not affect the throughput of the network for Get operations. As such, we have not noticed in our Get benchmarks any sizable degradation in throughput for using global completion instead of local completion. This also shows that the observed performance of a communication library on GNI or DMAPP should match for the same communication semantics. Any difference should be attributed to either tuning (or exploitation) of the underlying primitive or the communication paradigm's constraints and semantics.
For the rest of this paper, we limit our discussion to Cray UPC, while noting that similar trends are observed by Berkeley UPC. Thus, contrasted results for UPC onesided and MPI two-sided implementations are from the same vendor, Cray. In Figure 9 , we show the variation of the bandwidth 6 with concurrency and window size for four 5 FMA put operations are an exception: they do not require registration of the source buffer. 6 The reciprocal of the bandwidth for a window of one request is proportional to the latency. message sizes. These four sizes correspond to those needed to sample the four protocols that Cray's MPICH-based MPI uses for message transfers, as explained in Section V. We present results for a target of a Get operation either in the registered memory space (shared) or not (non-shared). For small messages, the aggregate bandwidth increases with the number of messages in flight, regardless of whether the increase comes from window size or core count. As FMA exhibits a large injection overhead, performance benefits more from concurrent injection and increasing the number of cores active per node. 25 Comparing between the shared and non-shared data cases, the behavior for small transfers does not differ much because the typical practice of copying via bounce-buffers has a relatively small overhead compared to the network latency. For large transfers, operations on shared destination memory are nearly all within 5% of the peak sustained bandwidth and little variation is seen with varied concurrency or window size. For non-shared destination, however, we lose about 7% of the performance versus transfers to shared regions. For 256KB and 2MB operations, we notice that only non-shared performance degrades at high concurrency and large outstanding requests per core, which we attribute to the memory registration overhead which increases with the concurrency level, shown in Figure 6 and discussed in Section III-B.
V. ANALYSIS OF TWO-SIDED COMMUNICATION
In order to provide the semantic guarantees prescribed by the standard, MPI implementations are subject to several practical constraints. The Send/Recv matching order and message cancellation semantics restrict the choice of hardware message ordering. Support for message probing and message size ambiguity at the receiver side can delay the choice of a transfer protocol and any corresponding memory registration or buffer allocation.
A. Ordering Constraints in MPI
The two-sided ordering constraints in MPI apply mostly to operations issued by a given origin process to the same target process. The goal of the specification is to ensure platformindependent deterministic program execution between pairs of ranks even if the programmer does not fully constrain message matching, for instance by the use of unique tags.
B. MPI Message Matching
The MPI standard includes the following non-overtake rule [3] that facilitates matching of sends to receives. A) If a sender sends two messages (Message 1 and Message 2) in succession to the same destination, and both match the same receive, the receive operation will receive Message 1 before Message 2. B) If a receiver posts two receives (Receive 1 and Receive 2), in succession, and both are looking for the same message, Receive 1 will receive the message before Receive 2. MPI guarantees that message-passing code is deterministic between a pair of processes, if processes are single-threaded, even if wildcard MPI ANY SOURCE is used in receives [3] . The same ordering guarantees should be in place if the same tag is reused for successive messages from the same source to the same destination. This means that ordering is required in message matching, requiring either use of strictly ordered delivery or a mechanism (such as sequence numbers) to reconstruct the sender's order. However, the progress of the transfers can be relaxed, if runtime can satisfy all other constraints. Figure 10 shows an example where a process P1 issues two MPI Isend operations to P2, which uses wildcard receives. In this case the messages must be matched in order, but the data transfers can proceed concurrently using relaxed order, without care about possible race conditions. Moreover, the two non-blocking receives posted by P4 need to be processed by the order of posting the receives not the order of message arrivals. As such processing the message P2→P4 cannot proceed before the arrival of the message P0→P4.
We have examined two MPI implementations for Gemini. Cray MPI implements message matching using strictly ordered mailboxes (or FMA) to guarantee ordering constraints. Open MPI [10] typically uses ID sequence numbers for matching, but this translates at the RMA level again into using mailboxes and strict ordering. As for small to medium messages, message matching is as expensive as the data transfer itself, MPI is unlikely to benefit from the presence of relaxed ordering at the hardware level. Furthermore, on the Cray XE6 Gemini implementation, hardware strict ordering does not scale with the number of cores per node, as indicated in Section III. Thus, the implementation choice to use strict ordering with FMA is likely to lead to severe performance degradation when increasing the number of cores per node.
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C. Transfer Size Ambiguity at the Receiver for MPI
The MPI standard allows Send and Recv operations to specify non matching buffer sizes. In this case the sender knows the actual message size, while the receiver provides a buffer at least large enough to receive the message. Alternately, message probing allows the receiver to allocate a buffer with the actual transfer size. In either case, this creates a delay at the receiver side in determining what protocol should be used, for instance the choices between FMA or BTE, and whether or not memory registration or bounce buffer allocation is required.
D. Memory Registration and Two-sided Messages
Handling memory registration for two-sided communication buffers is more challenging. The programming model designates the whole memory as private and programmer does not specify any memory region for communication, in contrast with memory declared as shared in PGAS languages. Offloading communication to the hardware can require registration of both the source and the destination buffers. Because of the high cost of this operation, a small amount of memory is preregistered by most MPI implementations and used for eager transfer of small messages. This registered memory is not exposed to the programmer, but is rather transparently used by the runtime. For large messages, memory registration happens on demand, i.e., for application-level supplied memory. Because not all memory can be registered and because failure in memory registration can lead to significant performance loss, many MPI implementations use a registration cache. This cache maintains a subset of recently registered memory segments. A hit in the cache allow earlier initiation of the memory transfer, otherwise memory needs to be registered. The registration decision is more challenging at the receiver side because of message size ambiguity. Researchers have tried to optimize [11] message matching and provide early registration at the receiver when possible.
For example, Cray MPI exposes two control variables for this registration cache, the first controls the number of entries in the cache and the second controls the maximum size of a registered segment.
E. Performance Analysis of Cray MPICH
The Cray Gemini MPI implementation [12] provides two eager modes and two rendezvous modes for message transfers, switching among them based on message size thresholds, controlled by environment variables. The first eager mode is for very small messages, typically less than 512B, where this threshold depends on the number of ranks. The implementation uses GNI mailbox messages. The second eager mode is for messages that do not fit a mailbox message, but smaller than 8KB. It uses pre-registered MPI buffers and does the transfers using FMA RDMA operations.
For large messages, our measurements tell that Cray MPI delays any memory registration decision until after message matching. The first rendezvous protocol starts with messages greater than 8KB and less than 512KB and it uses receiver end Get-based BTE RDMA. Memory registration, or lookup in the registration cache, is needed for both the sender and the receiver buffers at the beginning of these transfers.
The second rendezvous is used for very large (>=512KB) messages and uses sender Put-based RDMA BTE operations. Memory registration is done in chunks of a maximum size controlled by an environment variable. The implementation strategy obstructs the usage of relaxed ordering or benefiting from having multiple concurrent requests per process. Communication pipelining is also precluded as only registration is overlapped with the transfer.
Furthermore, as discussed in Section III on Cray Gemini Put operations typically achieve only 80% of the bandwidth attained by Get operations. The perceived advantage of this approach for large messages is that it guarantees successful transmission and prevents starvation even with limited memory registration resources. Figure 11 presents the bandwidth for multiple concurrency levels within the node and also multiple outstanding requests per process (window). We selected four message sizes corresponding roughly to the four protocols used in Cray MPI. The performance trends vary greatly with the message size. In the left side of Figure 11 , 8B message performance improves with concurrency up to 8 processes. The performance starts degrading afterwards. The reason for that is due to the use of strictly ordered mailbox messages. We additionally notice that the performance for small messages can be 2× to 4× slower than one-sided communication using relaxed ordering. The performance differences are smaller for 8KB messages, when strictly ordered mailbox messages are used for send/receive matching but relaxed RDMA is used for the data transfer. This leads to mostly monotonically improving performance with concurrency.
Increasing message size to 256KB, we see that performance improves with increased core concurrency. Little improvement can be observed with increasing the number of outstanding requests per rank, which argues its relation with the MPI ordering constraints that obstruct reordering, especially with rendezvous protocols. The performance of MPI is between 33% to 3% below the maximum measured by the interconnect. For UPC, the worst performance is 7% below the peak, but in most cases it is 3% from the peak. Increasing message size further to 2MB, we notice degradation in the performance compared with 256KB because of switching to the Put-based rendezvous protocol. The performance ranges between 33% to 23% below the peak. In this setting, increasing concurrency cannot use the network bandwidth slack because the chunk-based transfer forces registration serialization and little communication pipelining.
In the right hand side of Figure 11 we explore the use of MPI internal buffers for communication and prevent switching to rendezvous protocols 7 . As expected the performance is lower for large messages, but we notice that performance can improve only by increasing message injection concurrency. Having multiple outstanding requests per rank does not help performance.
Notice that the first large message protocol achieves best performance when using 24 cores, while the second rendezvous saturates with one or two cores active.
In the microbenchmark presented in Figure 2 one MPI rank communicates only with one other rank using pipelined ISend/Irecv. Due to the non-overtake rule, message matching cannot be reordered in this case. To allow the implementation more opportunity for reordering we have repeated the experiment having each rank switch communication partners after each message. The performance improves with multiple messages, but this requires multiple ranks per node at the destination. Overall we cannot achieve high percentage of the performance with few ranks per node. Furthermore, given that Cray MPI uses strict ordering for message matching, we have experimented with Open MPI, which uses ID sequence numbers for matching and could possibly use hardware relaxed ordering for tag transmission. Open MPI achieves lower performance than Cray MPI and uses internally FMA mailboxes for matching.
When examining in conjunction the maximum attained bandwidth by one-sided communication in Figure 9 and by two-sided MPI communication in Figures 11, it becomes evident that across all message sizes one-sided can saturate the network using as few as four cores per node, while two sided requires up to 24 cores per node for saturation. This behavior has implication not only in inter-node performance, but also to the intra-node performance. Shared memory programming models, such as OpenMP, achieve better innode performance by avoiding redundant copying. Using OpenMP reduces the amount of concurrency in accessing the interconnect, thus leading to a tension in using both programming models.
Overall, the Cray MPI implementation achieves lower peak bandwidth than one-sided communication on the Gemini network. A common belief is that most of this performance difference is due to the inability in some cases of the MPI implementation to use RDMA internally. Our results show that one-sided communication using non-registered buffers (off-segment) suffers a small performance loss, at most a 6% performance penalty. This one-sided scenario approximates well 8 the runtime behavior of the Cray MPI implementation: either bounce buffers, pre-registered memory due to registration cache hits or pipelined dynamic registration. When examining the performance of MPI in conjunction with in-segment one-sided we observe at most 23% performance penalty in the MPI case. These considerations make us conjecture that the inability to exploit relaxed message reordering in MPI introduces a higher performance penalty than any possibly sub-optimal usage of RDMA and registered memory. Figure 11 . Concurrency vs. window size impact on bandwidth performance (MB/s) of two-sided MPI for default and buffer-based executions.
VI. DISCUSSION
This study is a result of our work tuning the performance of the Berkeley UPC/GASNet runtimes on the Cray and IBM architectures. While we provide quantitative information These systems represent different points in the architectural design space. They all have a number of cores per node in the low tens but Cray Gemini corresponds to a "resource constrained" network design. The other two systems have better provisioned networks.
The need for relaxed ordering is related to resource allocation in the design. For instance, adaptive routing is not needed for a fully-connected fail-proof crossbar. Likewise, relaxed memory access is not needed on systems that have a high-bandwidth low-latency sequentially-accessed memory. For power-efficiency, hardware designers try to use parallelism and avoid designing for worst-case workload stress, leading to the need for relaxed ordering.
Obviously, systems can be designed to make relaxed ordering not needed, but this is not necessarily the most efficient choice. As the number of cores per node and node performance in High Performance Systems is expected to increase at a higher rate than the network performance, we expect that exploiting relaxed ordering is likely to increase in importance.
VII. RELATED WORK Optimizing MPI performance using RDMA support has received a large share of attention. Implementation of MPI over InfiniBand is discussed by Sur et al [13] which show how to exploit RDMA for small Send/Recv and protocol messages in addition to large Send/Recv operations. One of their techniques is persistent memory pre-registration for bounce buffers. Woodall et al [14] also describe RDMA optimizations for MPI such as registration caches and pipelining of registration with the data transmission for large messages. Optimizing memory registration is also discussed by Marathe et al [11] which propose an early registration strategy with an associated performance model. Based on our measurements, Cray MPI does not use this approach.
The performance and semantics of MPI-2 one-sided communication has been extensively studied [15] , [16] , [17] and shown to be restrictive due to implicit inter-process synchronization for Put/Get operations. Potluri et al. [18] show the advantage of one-sided communication for MPI if the implementation is well tuned because of the avoidance of tag matching and sender receiver interactions.
Recently, Dinan et al [17] discuss the performance of the Global Arrays PGAS implemented using MPI-2 onesided and motivate well the features introduced in the MPI-3 one-sided support. Dinan et al [19] also present and evaluate the MPI-3 one-sided interface on an Intel Xeon cluster connected with the 10 Gb/s Myricom CX4 network.
Although not yet well optimized, the semantics of MPI-3 one-sided allow the implementation to take advantage of hardware support for relaxed message order.
Accommodating out-of-order delivery in implementations has been studied for both one-sided and two-sided communication. For MPI, Almasi et al [20] describe handling out-oforder packets on the IBM BG/L network and show better scalability than an implementation with ordered delivery. They evaluate reordering of packets within one message and not message reordering. Handling out of order packets in MPI has also been studied by Balaji et al [21] for the Internet Wide-Area RDMA Protocol (iWARP) over 10-Gigabit Ethernet. Sur et al [13] discuss how to provide message ordering within the MPI two-sided implementation on InfiniBand using sequence numbers. Benefits of message ordering in one-sided MPI-2 are discussed by Vishnu et al [16] for dual rail InfiniBand networks. They evaluate performance on a dual-core cluster and report modest benefits from message reordering. Our results indicate very significant gains are possible for manycores when exploiting hardware support.
Message ordering has started to gather more attention recently, in particular on accelerator based systems. Aji et al [22] examine GPU integrated MPI frameworks and discuss alternatives for buffer synchronization and ordering semantics. In particular, they discuss using MPI communicator or datatype attributes to pass semantic information to the runtime implementation. A similar approach is likely to work when extending MPI implementations with better support for hardware relaxed message order.
The performance on the Cray XE6 system has been evaluated using both micro-benchmarks and whole applications. Vishnu et al [23] , [24] present the implementation of the Aggregate Remote Memory Copy Interface (ARMCI) on Cray XE6 using DMAPP with relaxed ordering. Shan et al [25] present a performance evaluation of UPC and MPI benchmarks on Gemini and show applications using single-sided communication outperform those using twosided paradigm. They evaluate the performance with the default system settings and without evaluating the effect of message ordering.
VIII. CONCLUSION Relaxed ordering interconnect exhibits both an opportunity for performance and a complexity for communications library implementers to achieve correctness and to guarantee protocol semantics. In this work, we study the impact of relaxed ordering on Cray XE6 Gemini interconnect. We show that relaxed ordering delivers up to 4.6× performance advantage over strict ordering.
We argue that to fully exploit relaxed ordering the receiver side of a transfer operation should be minimally involved and all target buffers need to be ready for communication early in the transfer (or registered with the interconnect). The semantic of one-sided communication (programming) paradigms can facilitate for the runtime to handle these issues, while two-sided paradigms usually impose restrictions in order to guarantee deterministic execution. The impact of ordering constraints on performance can provide up to 3× advantage for single-sided UPC compared with MPI, for small messages. For Large messages, the difference is up to 30%. More importantly, single-sided UPC can attain a large percentage of the peak performance for most message sizes and concurrency levels. In contrast, two-sided MPI can achieve the same performance only under large message sizes and high concurrency, a configuration that can increase the cost of intra-node communication.
One-sided communication naturally exposes the relaxed ordering power to the application layer leaving the need for strict ordering to special cases. In contrast, two-sided communication tries to exploit the relaxed ordering without exposing it. This leads to a sophisticated multiprotocol design of the runtime with possible sub-optimal performance.
We believe that the findings in this paper can influence how runtime can be optimized to handle relaxed ordering, and how application tuning should be carried out given the understanding of the communication paradigm limits.
